ABSTRACT The goal of relation classification is to recognize the relationship between two marked entities in a sentence. It is a crucial constituent in natural language processing. Up till the present moment, most previous neural network models for this task either focus on using the handcrafted syntactic features or learning semantic representations of raw word sequences, they have no capacity for encoding the whole sentence representation including syntax and semantic information. In general, information of syntax and semantics can both have significant effect on classifying relation. Based on this idea, we propose a novel two-channel neural network architecture with attention mechanism in the paper to handle this task. First, we employ bidirectional sequence long short-term memory (LSTM) channel to capture the semantic information and acquire syntactic knowledge by utilizing tree structure LSTM channel. Second, sentence-level attention mechanism for word sequences is used to determine which parts of the sentence are most influential component. Eventually, we conduct experiments on two real-world datasets: the Wikipedia and the SemEval-2010 Task8 dataset. The experimental results on datasets demonstrate that our method can make better use of the information contained in sentences and achieves impressive improvements on relation classification as compared with the existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Relation classification serves as a crucial step in knowledge extraction from raw unstructured texts, which plays a key role in various natural language processing (NLP) applications, such as information extraction (IE) [1] , knowledge base completion (KBC) [2] and question answering (QA) [3] . For instance, along with the explosive growth of data, traditional rule-based QA systems can not satisfy the need of performance and knowledge quantity for users, therefore, various knowledge-based QA systems have been built and widely used in web search and other applications in recent years. The knowledge base (also known as knowledge graph), as the core component of knowledge-based QA system, has the intricate network structure constituted by entities (nodes) and relations (edges), and relation classification is the most significant process to construct knowledge graph. The goal of relation classification is to determine type of relation between a pair of mentioned entities in one sentence. The following sentence contains an example: Given a sentence S with annotated mentions entity e 1 = Shakespeare and entity e 2 = Stratford, the system aims to automatically select suitable relationship like the place of birth between e 1 and e 2 in a predefined relation collection. Relation classification has important value in knowledge extraction, and it has become a new hot point recently.
Traditional methods have employed plenty of effective handcrafted features, including lexical, semantic or syntactic information from original text, to receive better classification performance. However, the downside of these methods is that these models rely heavily on the quality of designed feature, and it is time-consuming to select optimal features subset for perfect performance of model. Nowadays, we have seen an evolution towards deep neural networks (DNN) have capability to learn text information without many handcrafted features. The currently available approaches for relation classification using DNN can be divided into two steams in coarse-grained category. The first one relies on syntactic parsing [4] , [5] and the other is based on distributed representation [6] - [8] . The syntactic parsing based systems, which leverage grammar structure converted from natural language, employ syntactic features to extract relations between entities. However, this method excessively concentrates on syntactic knowledge so that it could neglect of semantic information of whole sentence. Meanwhile, this method has a high probability of receiving inaccuracy answers when syntactic parser generates a wrong syntax tree. As an example, syntactic features were extracted by utilizing parser tool, then relation classifier was built based on these features. Error in parser would be propagated to the classifier. On the other hand, instead of generating a syntactic structure expression, distributed representation can directly transform the natural sentence into a sentence-level vector to capture the most important information, do not need extra knowledge derived from feature engineering. The main weakness of this method is that such sophistication requires a lot of annotated training samples.
In this article, we present a two-channels neural network architecture to automatically extract relations on both word sequence and dependency tree structure. Our model utilizes bidirectional long short-term memory networks (Bi-LSTM) with attention mechanism to capture significant semantic information and employs tree structure LSTM (tree-LSTM) to acquire important syntactic information. We firstly employ embedding and a Bi-LSTM layer with attention mechanism to represent the semantics of sentence into a high level vector. After that, when extracting syntactic knowledge of sentence, we utilize tree structure LSTM based on dependency parse tree. In addition, we build a full-connected layer to merge semantic and syntactic information from attention layer and tree-LSTM layer respective. Finally, a softmax output layer is applied for relation classification.
It is worth mentioning that dependency parse tree is powerful in relation classification task [9] . If e 1 and e 2 are two entities mentioned in one sentence, there is an assumption that the shortest dependency path between e 1 and e 2 contains their relationship information. For instance, Figure 1 shows the shortest dependency path of the sentence ''[Shakespeare_e 1 ] was born in [Stratford_e 2 ]'' corresponds to relation the place of birth (e 2 , e 1 ). In the dependency tree, the path between two mentioned entities e 1 and e 2 obtains a pivotal phrase ''born in'' distinctly implies the relationship of entities. This hypothesis called the Shortest Path Hypothesis, which is adopted in previous works [4] , [10] , [11] .The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel two-channels neural network framework for the task of relation classification, which can simultaneously capture the most important semantic and syntactic information in a sentence.
• We conduct extensive experiments to make comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the Wikipedia and SemEval-2010 Task 8 datasets. The results show that our model outperforms previous neural relation classification models. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section II reviews related works about relation classification. Section III delineates the architecture of our proposed model in detail. We describe datasets, the setup of experimental evaluation and the experimental results in Section IV. Finally, we present our concluding remarks in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Relation classification is one of the most important task in the NLP community. Over the years, various methods have been provided to accomplish this task. Traditional approaches, which have the purpose of searching effectual handcrafted features by using various NLP tools and the knowledge of domain expert, have already gained many achievements. Rink and Harabagiu [12] extracted a variety of features including part-of-speech (POS), dependency parse, WordNet, etc, and applied Support Vector Machines (SVM) as classifier to acquire a right relation based on these features. In recent years, deep neural network (DNN) techniques have made remarkable progress. Deep learning models can learn robust relation representation from the given text without complex handcrafted feature designing. This section firstly introduces the methods based on deep learning [10] , [13] for this task, then describes attention mechanism which can enhance the performance of models.
A. THE EXISTING DEEP LEARNING MODEL
In recent years, deep learning has been proven effective in many fields, such as computer vision [14] - [16] , natural language processing [17] - [19] and multi-modal learning [20] - [22] . Systems for relation classification also more and more rely on DNN, the existing DNN based approaches for this task can be divided into two classes, i.e., syntactic parsing based and distributed representation based.
1) SYNTACTIC PARSING BASED METHODS
Syntactic parsing based methods aim at using natural language processing tools to obtain syntactic structures. Then, they build some deep neural networks such as convolutional neural networks (CNN) or long short-term memory (LSTM) to calculate the right relation class. Ebrahimi and Dou [23] utilized a recursive neural network (RNN) based on the shortest path between two entities in a dependency tree to achieve high performance for this task. Xu et al. [10] learned features iteratively along the shortest dependency path and utilized LSTM for information integration and representation. Liu et al. [5] also proposed to classify relations between entities by modeling the augmented dependency path in neural network framework. Yang et al. [9] offered a new perspective on leveraging syntactic information and position feature based on dependency parse tree for relation classification. Wen et al. [24] learned relation representations of Chinese literature text by using the shortest dependency path generated from the structure regularized parse tree. Nooralahzadeh and Øvrelid [25] compared three syntactic dependency representations (generated by the Stanford Basic, Universal Dependencies and CoNLL schemes respectively) for this task.
Syntactic parsing based methods rely heavily on the performance of the parser, the relation classifier would yield a miscalculation caused by a poor syntactic parser tool which returns an incorrect syntax parsing tree.
2) DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION BASED METHODS
Distributed representation based systems can directly embed the natural sentences into a continuous vector space to capture the semantic information without using extra knowledge and NLP systems. A great influential progress was implemented by Zeng et al. [26] , who exploited a CNN to extract lexical and sentence level representation for relation classification. Wang et al. [27] applied two levels of attention in CNN for the sake of acquiring better discern patterns in heterogeneous contexts. Zhou et al. [6] proposed attention-based bidirectional long short-term memory networks (Att-BLSTM) to automatically focus on the words which have decisive effect on classification. Shen and Huang [28] toke full advantage of embedding informations of words, part-of-speech tags and positions in their attention-based convolutional neural network architecture. Recently, hybrid deep neural network [29] which combines RNNs and CNNs was proposed and made a good performance. The rationale of this method is that RNNs can memory long-term connection and dependency between words in a sentence, while CNNs are more effective to learn coarse-grained local features of texts. Wu et al. [30] applied generative adversarial networks in relation classification, the experimental results demonstrated that this framework can significantly improve the performance of both RNN and CNN models.
Nevertheless, different from syntactic parsing based methods which employ parse tree as manual features, this type of methods require large scale training samples to acquire features automatically, so it would be difficult to yield optimal results when the datasets are comparatively small.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Another aspect of related research is the application of attention mechanism in deep neural network. The attention mechanism is to select a small amount of crucial information from a large-scale of information and focus on this important information, ignoring most of the non-important information. Bahdanau et al. [31] proposed the attention mechanism employed in machine translation, which is the first application in NLP. Xu et al. [11] used the attention mechanism to make choice of the correlative image pixels when producing words in the captions. In addition, the applications of attention mechanism include document classification [17] , reading comprehension [18] , [32] , natural language question answering [19] , [33] , [34] and visual question answering [35] .
In this paper, we explore an improved two-channels neural network architecture which can capture both syntactic and semantic information for the relation classification task.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Given a sentence S composed by a pair of mentioned entities e 1 and e 2 , relation classification is an assignment of identifying the semantic relationship between e 1 and e 2 among a collection of relation types [36] . In this section, we elaborate our approach for relation classification in detail. Figure 2 delineates the overall architecture of our model. More specifically, first of all, input representation layer presents the word and part-of-speech tags representation. Next, the bidirectional recurrent neural network with attention mechanism and tree structure recurrent neural network are utilized to extract implicit semantic and syntactic information respectively. Subsequently, such representations produced by sequence LSTM and tree structure LSTM are fed into a fullconnected layer. In the end, a softmax layer is used to predict the relation between two mentioned entities in a sentence. Figure 2 illustrates the overall framework of our two-channels network. The method introduced in this paper contains four key components. First, because deep learning models can sufficiently explore valuable information from raw text without complicated handcrafted syntactic or semantic features, the input of proposed model in the paper is purely raw sentences with marked pairs of entities, and using natural language processing tools can acquire the part-of-speech corresponds to each word. The embedding layer embeds each word and its POS tag in a sentence into dense dimension vector. Then, the vectors of word representation from embedding layer are transformed into high level features by using bidirectional LSTM. And in order to obtain a sentence level feature vector, an attention layer is utilized to merge wordlevel features from each step into a sentence-level feature. Next, the dependency parser tree corresponding of a sentence is generated by the Stanford Parser [37] . For each word in the parser tree, its word and POS tag embedding vector are shared by word embedding layer at middle in Figure 2 . VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. The architecture of our two-channels model. Bidirectional sequence LSTM with attention mechanism channel (on the left) is leveraged to capture the semantic information and tree structure LSTM channel (on the right) is utilized to acquire syntactic information. Then, a full-connected layer is employed to merge semantic and syntactic information. The incorporated feature vector is finally calculated for relation classification.
A. NEURAL NETWORK FRAMEWORK
After that, tree structure LSTM [38] is leveraged to map syntactic and semantic properties into a sentence-level feature. Finally, the sentence level feature vectors of attention layer and tree structure LSTM layer are cooperatively used for relation classification.
B. INPUT REPRESENTATION 1) WORD EMBEDDINGS
The goal of word embedding, which proposed by Bengio et al. [39] , is mapping each input word into a low dimension vector space. Given a sentence consisting of n words S = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ), v i is one-hot encoding of w i , word embedding can encode sparse one-hot representation v i into real-valued dense vector e word i by using the embedding matrix W word ∈ R d w ×|V | :
where d w is the size of word embedding, V is a fixed-sized vocabulary. Our experiments directly utilize the embeddings which were pretrained on a 6 billion corpus [40] .
2) POS TAG EMBEDDINGS
To better capture the word information, we also use POS tags embedding for all words in the sentence. The POS tags representation is similar to word representation. We acquire the part-of-speech tagging in the sentence by using the Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit [41] . Then we pretrain the tag embeddings from 9 different tags into high level feature vectors of partof-speech tag embedding e pos i . Finally, the embeddings of words and POS tags are combined and indicated as a vector of sequence E = (e word ; e pos ).
C. BIDIRECTIONAL LSTM WITH ATTENTION MECHANISM
The LSTM units are proposed to addresses gradient vanishing problem [42] . The central idea is to introduce a novel adaptive gating mechanism, which determines the degree to which LSTM units keep the previous state and memorize the represented information of the current data input. While numerous LSTM variants have been described, here we accept a variant introduced by Graves et al. [43] . Concretely, the LSTM architecture consists of a collection of connected subnets, called memory blocks. A block contains four components: an input gate i t , a forget gate f t , an output gate o t and a memory cell c t . Figure 3 illustrates a LSTM memory block structure and formalized through Equation 2. The block receives an input vector x t , the state h t−1 that previous step generated, and the memory cell c t−1 . Afterward, the next step state h t is computed using the following equations: 
where σ denotes the activation function, denotes elementwise multiplication, W and U are weight matrices, and b is bias vector, x t = E is the input at the current time t − th step which receives the concatenation of word and POS tags embeddings.
In this paper, we use bidirectional LSTM neural network to capture the sequence information. The network is constituted by two direction LSTM networks for the left and right sequence context, which called forward and backward pass respectively. We use element-wise sum to connect the hidden state vectors of two directions LSTM unit (denoted as − → h t and ← − h t ) as its output h t .
The purpose of attention mechanism is to exploit information that is more critical for the current mission's goals. In our method, we propose the attention mechanism for extracting the most significant information from a sentence. Let H be a matrix consisting of hidden state vectors [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ] which is the output of the Bi-LSTM layer, and n is the sentence length. The representation r of the sentence is produced by a weighted sum of H :
where w is a training parameter of attention model, and H ∈ R d E ×T , d E is the dimension of the embedding vectors E. The final semantic vector A that used for relation classification is calculated as follows:
D. TREE STRUCTURE RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
If e 1 and e 2 are two entities mentioned in the same sentence, in other words, they are concatenated with a relationship R, the dependency parse tree focuses on the action and agents in a sentence [44] , which is naturally valuable for relation classification task. Moreover, the shortest dependency path between entities condenses most meritorious knowledge for the relationship R(e 1 , e 2 ). Given the shortest path between entities in a dependency tree, as shown in right part of Figure 2 . Let C(j) denote the set of children node j. The tree structure LSTM computational equations as follows:
Intuitively, the difference between sequence and tree structure LSTM is that the updates of memory cell and gating vectors in tree-LSTM unit are relied on states and memory cells of child units. Additionally, the tree-LSTM unit involves forget gate f jk for each child k, when sequence LSTM unit only contains a single forget gate. As an instance in Figure 4 , the memory cell c 1 and hidden state h 1 are calculated by their child nodes (h 2 , c 2 ) and (h 3 , c 3 ) in the shortest dependency tree and the input x 1 .
E. TRAINING STRATEGY
After obtaining the semantic and syntactic representations of the sentence, we look forward to predicting labelsŷ from a candidate collection of classes Y for a sentence S. First, using a full connected layer, we merge semantic and syntactic VOLUME 6, 2018 information from attention layer and tree-LSTM layer respectively. The output layer is a softmax classifier which takes the vector M as input:
The training objective of the model is to minimize the cross entropy errors between predicted and actual labels, and we rely on Adam optimizer to update the parameters θ. Loss function is defined as:
where t ∈ m is the one-hot represented ground truth and y ∈ m is the estimated probability for each class by softmax (m is the number of target classes), λ is a hyper-parameter to specify penalty on 2 regularization.
Algorithm 1 Adam Optimizer for Loss Function
Input: The learning rate, α; Exponential decay rates for the moment estimates, β 1 , β 2 ∈ [0.1); Loss function with parameters θ , f (θ). Output: Resulting parameters, θ .
1: Initialize the parameter vector, θ 0 ; the 1 st moment vector, m 0 ← 0; the 2 nd moment vector, v 0 ← 0; the timestep, t ← 0; 2: while θ t not converged do 3: t ← t + 1; 4: g t ← ∇ θ f t (θ t−1 ); // Get gradients with reference to loss function at timestep t. 
5:
; // Update parameters. 10: end while 11: return θ t ;
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Adam algorithm [45] is an considerably efficient optimization method to search the optimal parameters for the objective loss function. The algorithm computes individual adaptive learning rates for different parameters from estimates of first and second moments of the gradients. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of optimization procedure using Adam algorithm in detail.
We employ the pretrained word embeddings by 50-dimensional Glove [40] on the English Wikipedia and Gigaword corpus. We also apply dropout to alleviate overfitting. Section IV-B describes more training details.
In this section, we illustrate the details of our experiments, and the comparison of experimental results. Section IV-A introduces the datasets which contains a novel dataset consist of 353 relation types and a benchmark dataset consist of 10 relationship. Section IV-B shows hyper-parameter settings. In Section IV-C, we compare the performance of our model with other methods on different datasets and some analysis about the network have been described. Finally, Section IV-D reveals the capability of attention mechanism in natural text.
A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
We evaluate our model on a new dataset, which constructed using the Wikidata knowledge graph [46] . The dataset contains 353 different relation types, include 372877 sentences for training, 124074 for validation and 361420 for testing, ensuring that there is no overlap in either sentences or relation triples among the three sets. Previous work on this dataset compared 8 classes top relation which means the type with the largest number in dataset. These top relations consist of ''Country'', ''Located in'', ''Shares border'', ''Instance of'', ''Sport'', ''Citizenship'', ''Part of'' and ''Subclass of''. Since the variety of classes, the task of relation classification on this dataset is more difficult than the SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset [36] which is a widely used benchmark to verify the performance of classifier.
We also contrastively evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in this paper using SemEval-2010 Task 8 benchmark dataset which contains 8000 sentences for training and 2717 sentences for testing. The target relations are distinguished into 10 categories, which include ''Content-Container'', ''CauseEffect'', ''Component-Whole'', ''Entity-Destination'', ''Entity-Origin'', ''Instrument-Agency'', ''MemberCollection'', ''Message-Topic'' and ''Product-Producer'' 9 directed relations and an undirected ''Other'' class. As shown in Table 1 , we randomly select some representative instances from the Wikidata and SemEval-2010 Task8 dataset to visualize the data structure.
In order to compare our result with the previous work [46] , we adopt same metrics including the precision and recall to evaluate model performance. And we use the macro-averaged F 1 -score defined by Hendrickx et al. [36] to evaluate model performance on SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
For hyper-parameters, we use ReLU non-linear transform as the activation function in network. To contrast with the previous research, we use the same Glove word embedding for this model. Our model is trained adopting the Adam optimizer [45] , which can automatically adjust the learning rate, with an initialized learning rate β 1 and β 2 . To prevent overfitting, the relation classifier was regularized by using dropout with a dropout rate ρ and a per-minibatch 2 penalty of regularization. Other parameters in our model are initialized randomly. Table 2 shows the details of hyper-parameters.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are conducted on both Wikidata and SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset. The results indicate the effectiveness and generalization of our model. Table 3 compares our model with LSTM baseline and the previous method for the top relations. The top relations which are the maximum number of relations in this dataset. The order of relations are sorted by the amount of frequency. For instance, the relation country has the highest frequency of occurrence in dataset. In contrast, the frequency of Subclass of is the minimum in top relations. We can observe in Table 3 that our model outperforms previously reported systems, and achieve new state-of-the-art performance on precision and recall. Especially, this model make great improvement on relations which relatively have less training sample size in top relations. As we can see, the model proposed in this paper brings the improvement of 6% in precision, and 19% in recall for Part of option. The precision and recall in Subclass of) are also raised to 63% and 64% respectively. Meanwhile, the performance of some relations (like Instance of, Sport) are not get increased. It seems like that existing methods already have high capability to make prediction and recall in these options, the accuracy rate has been reached the upper limit. For instance, the relation Sport has been already achieved great scores that precision has been reached to 97% and recall to 98% in LSTM baseline model, and there was no obvious performance improvement in later works including ContextAtt and our approach, precision has just improved by 1%. It also can be proved that, our neural network architecture not only have capable to improve accuracy for the relations which not reach the precision and recall limit, but also can maintain the same level of precision and recall for performance limit reached relations.
1) EXPERIMENTS ON WIKIDATA DATASET
We plot the loss of each epoch in the ContextAtt and our model in Figure 5 . We can observe that: (1) At the end of first epoch iteration, our model arrived a lower loss point which loss value was 1.529, as compared to the loss value 2.039 that ContextAtt attained. (2) The tendency of curves demonstrates that our model fairly fast converged to its minimum point after the eighth epoch, while the ContextAtt model converged to optimal point until the 11th iteration. (3) The final result of convergence in our model was also better than previous work. An intuitive explanation for above result is that the shortest dependency tree can capture more syntactic and semantic information than previous work which only employs sequence LSTM framework, so it is easier to capture better parameters and need fewer iterations. Table 4 shows the overall comparison to previous work. Our system achieves higher accuracy on both train and test datasets. To certify that our method have a better robust- ness and effectiveness on small sample dataset, we build a sub-dataset that contains 100000 training sentences and 20000 test data which includes all relations in training dataset. The result compared with ContextAtt is also illustrated in Table 4 . It can be observed that the method in this article achieves 82% train accuracy and 64% accuracy on full dataset compared with 79% and 56% on previous work [46] , and it achieves 57% train accuracy and 45% test accuracy on sub-dataset, which is higher than 49% and 34% in ContextAtt. The experiment shows that our approach can learn a more robust and effective relation classifier on a smaller dataset. This result proves the combination of attention based on bidirectional LSTM and tree-LSTM provide more useful information to classify relations and need fewer data to train network. On account of its robustness, we believe that our method is a general-purpose technology, which is not limited by specific datasets and has the opportunity to serve other NLP tasks.
2) EXPERIMENTS ON SEMEVAL-2010 TASK 8 DATASET
We also identify the capacity of our model on different datasets, several baseline classification systems are selected as competitors to be compared on the SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset. The result are shown in Table 5 .
• Rink and Harabagiu [12] utilized many external corpora and natural language processing tools to extract a rich set of handcrafted features from the sentence to build an SVM classifier. This method achieved an F 1 -score of 82.2%, it reached the best performance in featurebased models.
• Socher et al. [47] assigned a vector and a matrix to each word and employ a recursive neural network to learn compositional vector representations for phrases and sentences of arbitrary syntactic type and length. This model achieved an F 1 -score of 82.4%.
• Follow the idea of convolution, Zeng et al. [26] first used convolutional neural network for relation classification. They integrated word sequences and position embeddings into a single vector and made prediction along softmax classifier. They achieved an F 1 -score of 82.7%.
• Zhang and Wang [48] implemented relation classification task by using bidirectional recurrent neural networks with two different dimension word embedding vectors. They yielded an F 1 -score of 80.0% using 50-dimensional word vectors, and an F 1 -score of 82.5% using 300-dimensional word vectors.
• Yan et al. [10] proposed a multichannel channels recurrent neural network with LSTM units to acquire heterogeneous information from the shortest dependency tree, and they achieved an F 1 -score of 83.7%.
• Zhou et al. [6] leveraged bidirectional short-term memory networks with attention mechanism to pick up semantic information in sentences and learn sentence level representation. They yielded an F 1 -score of 82.5% by using 50-dimensional word vectors, and an F 1 -score of 84.0% using 100-dimensional word embeddings.
• Yang et al. [9] combined the shortest dependency tree with convolutional neural network, they extracted syntactic information from dependency tree and position features for relation classification. They achieved an F 1 -score of 83.7%.
• Cai et al. [49] combined convolutional neural networks and bidirectional recurrent neural networks with LSTM units, the information from the shortest dependency path can be captured, and inversely at the same time. They raised the F 1 -score to 86.3%.
Two categories of knowledge are utilized to raise the classification performance of our model: POS tags and WordNet. The proposed model in this paper yields an F 1 -score of 85.7%, outperforming almost state-of-the-art approaches. Without using any extra features, our architecture still achieves an F 1 -score of 84.0%.
Experimental results on both Wikidata and SemEval-2010 Task 8 datasets demonstrate that our model has high performance and generalization for relation classification task. Most of the above methods simply utilize either semantic information (word sequences) or syntactic information (syntax parsing tree) to train classification model, so there is some missing information these methods can not capture.
The proposed method in this paper leverages bidirectional LSTM and tree structure LSTM to represent semantic and syntactic information respectively. Therefore, this model can make full use of whole information from sentence to acquire better result. Moreover, attention mechanism also has the capability to enhance the performance of model.
D. VISUALIZATION OF ATTENTIONS
To validate whether our approach has high capability to choose informative words in sentences, the word-level attention layers are visualized in Figure 6 for the example sentence in Section II and randomly selected sentence from test dataset. We normalize the attention weight of word to verify that only informational words are emphasized. Figure 6 (a) illustrates calculated attention scores for each individual word in a sentence. We can discover that the highest attention score is acquired by the word ''born''. Meanwhile, words such as ''Shakespeare'' and ''Stratford'' also are deemed significant. This appears to make sense in light of the ground-truth labeling as a ''the place of birth'' relationship. More complicated instance is shown in Figure 6 (b), the words ''lies'' and ''moon'' obtained top scores which implies these words contain significant information for the truth label relation ''located on astronomical body'' between ''Blanchard'' and ''moon''. Another result can be observed is that words like ''a'', ''that'' and ''of'' are allocated low weight, which VOLUME 6, 2018 are actually irrelevant with respect to the target relationship in reality.
V. CONCLUSION
The motivation of this article is to recognize the relation between mentioned entities in a sentence. Relation classification is a crucial procedure in the construction of knowledge graph, which is widely applied in many NLP task. To accomplish this target, a two-channels deep neural network is proposed in the paper for relation classification.
In this paper, we proposed a novel neural network based framework for semantic relation classification, which is a two-channels architecture with word sequence and dependency tree channel. In the network, semantic information was transformed to high level feature vectors by using sequence LSTM with attention mechanism and syntactic information was represented along tree structure LSTM. Experimental results proved the effectiveness of our model. Our model achieved the state-of-the-art results on the Wikipedia dataset and also outperformed almost existing approaches on SemEval-2010 Task8 dataset.
In the future work, we will concentrate on verify the performance of our method on more datasets and try other directions in knowledge graph such like knowledge graph embeddings, knowledge reasoning ans so on.
